
With PPC, or any marketing for that matter, consistency is key. After seeing the 
value derived in the first month of working together, Kashu stuck with Aquire’s 
PPC method, and it has paid off: 

The Results

BULGARIAN ANIMATION COMPANY ACHIEVES 
522% RETURN ON AD SPEND 
Kashu, a small company consisting of six people, creates animated explainer 
videos for their clients which help convert people into customers

In a highly competitive market, they had previously dabbled in Pay Per Click 
(PPC) advertising, but had not received the results they had hoped for.

In May of 2019, Kashu contacted Dan at Aquire to run a PPC campaign for them 
on a conservative budget in order to “test the waters”.

16 months later, their PPC ads are generating a steady stream of leads.

Most of Kashu’s leads were coming from Fiverr, but they wanted to add diversity 
and generate leads from another source.

The challenge was that their niche market was highly competitive, so PPC 
advertising as a marketing method presents a high cost per click because they 
are bidding against big spenders like Fiverr for advertising space.

It becomes difficult and can be costly to use PPC as an advertising method 
when competition is high.

In the case of fierce competition, it makes sense to join forces with a partner 
who knows exactly how PPC works and has experience setting up and running 
activity in highly competitive niches, otherwise costs can really escalate and you 
may see very little return.

Generate a steady amount of leads using Google Ads with a conservative 
budget in a competitive niche.

The Challenge

The goal was to:

The Goal

After 16 months, they’re getting a steady daily stream of leads from PPC. 



Now that PPC is generating a steady stream of leads for Kashu, we’ll soon 
progress to the next planned marketing phase for this high growth business:

Next Steps

The business went from spending $20 per day to $50+ on PPC ads, 
proving that in order to see success, you don’t need to spend a huge 
amount as long as you choose the right marketing methods, and 
do it right (and sometimes you may need to get some help from experts 
like Aquire to achieve best results).

The owner of Kashu recently moved into a new office in Plovdiv, Bulgaria 
and has just hired a full time content writer due to the increased demand for work.

In August of 2020, they’re fully booked for work.

"Hiring Aquire was a game-changer for us. 
They are extremely professional, reliable, and 
fast. Dan is sending me daily updates, so I 
know where we are, what are the next steps, 
and what are the results. I can't recommend 
them enough really"
Ivilina, Founder and CEO of Kashu

We’ll continue running PPC ads for them, targeting new countries and markets

In addition to PPC, Aquire has been helping Kashu to improve their search 
engine rankings and shortly this area will get more attention in their 
overall marketing plan.

Once capacity increases, we’ll look at launching a Facebook campaign 
in addition to PPC advertising and Fiverr as marketing methods.

Typical cost per acquisition from PPC is $127 with the average animated 
video price being $663
The ads have been running for 16 consecutive months as well as throughout 
Covid-19, and leads have steadily been streaming in daily.

Kashu’s stats show the following:


